Impact Alliance
A giving strategy for communities to collaborate
on an issue and strategically fund critical unmet
needs, without creating another nonprofit

H

uman trafficking, homelessness, the foster care system… these are only a few of
the heartbreaking issues that plague our communities year after year. But what if

we could put an end to these problems once and for all? That’s the driving force behind
NCF’s Impact Alliance, a revolutionary strategy for community giving that aligns givers,
charities, experts, and resources around a single cause for the sole purpose of solving it.
Community impact

Strategic funding model

Granting process

We help passionate givers
like you link arms to create
unprecedented community
impact. Guided by a cohesive
giving strategy, you can be part
of a focused effort that brings
about real change.

As a giver, it is hard to know what
the most critical needs are for
solving issues in your community,
or exactly what to do. Impact
Alliance strategically identifies
the most critical unmet needs
and helps fund them ‒ without
creating another nonprofit.

Impact Alliance leverages the
unique role of NCF as a guide in
your local community. With the
NCF Giving Fund as the central
grantmaking engine, this proven
model is efficiently focused on a
powerful, 5-step launch process
toward impact.
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R E P E AT

Unite for impact in your community
Connect with your NCF team at ncfgiving.com/locations or 800.681.6223

Celebrate
impact

Passionate givers focused on impact
From Seattle to Central Florida, Impact Alliance is empowering givers like you to be the
change they’ve always wanted to see in their cities. If you want to be part of a community
effort with more impact than you ever dreamed possible, we want to connect with you.

“Impact Alliance is absolutely the best return on investment you
could possibly have with funding something that you’re passionate
about. It’s an alliance of nonprofits, police, community, and
everybody else coming together to fight the problem. And the NCF
Giving Fund is what makes it all fly.”
STEVE ESAU
Giver, NCF Northwest

“A revolutionary model that unites community on a
single issue and gets it done is what everybody has been
searching for – that’s Impact Alliance.”
KAREN LANE
Giver, NCF Orlando

Unite for impact in your community
Connect with your NCF team at ncfgiving.com/locations or 800.681.6223

